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About This Game

Hurricane is a 3rd person survival game in open fantasy world.

A mysterious hurricane has bought you upon an unknown world, and now you need to survive in it's hosti 5d3b920ae0

Title: Hurricane
Genre: Action, Adventure, Indie, Massively Multiplayer, RPG, Early Access
Developer:
Because I Can
Publisher:
Because I Can
Release Date: 6 Mar, 2017

Minimum:

Requires a 64-bit processor and operating system

OS: 64-Bit Windows 7 Service Pack 1, Windows 8, or Windows 10
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Decent cheap game to play with friends. But the developer stopped working on it since early 2017. So dont expect much . What
you see is what you get and nothing further.. Okay, where to start? This game has some flaws and A LOT of bad things I can say
about this game but there is also a fair amount of good things i can say about this game. I'll start with the cons I suppose. -Cons
No building (Bases, etc) Art style isn't fully used to its potential Bugs and glitches Overpriced Combat system not fully
completed Not very fun unless with friends Unfinished map No many enemy types Repetitive grinding, fighting and etc
Controls aren't explained well Only 2 bosses to defeat Crafting system is cluttered and annoying -Pros Alot of potential Nice
choice of art style Enjoyable even when unfinished Fairly simple GUI Runs well Low system requirements Not much space
needed for download This is a great but terrible game. I suggest this as somthing you can have a bit of fun with but I wouldn't
buy it for the full $14. Only get it when on sale. The game itself isn't fleshed out enough to be worth that much money. Its fun
but I don't think its something worth getting unless you feel like its something you are really interested in. You need friends
when playing this and a lot of patience. This game has potential.. i like it for how early it is.. Ive only played this game for a
little but I would say I am pleased with it, it has a whole lot of potential. For a game this early into development I am very
suprised with the amout of features it has.. LAGGGGGG!!!!!
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